Funniest Guide to PPG Finder
“Follow me! I just don’t know where I am going...”
Don’t worry anymore! Just follow the “blue” guidance. It shows you the heading and how far you are from the
origin. And you can always zoom out the map and look for the origin icon.
Origin

“Where are my minions? I meant, students/friends!”
When you click the START button, you can see pilots in the map:
For a detailed information about each pilot, just click the “Active” button
(the one with a number 2, meaning 2 active pilots):

In the example above, John Doe is 0.1mi South of me, heading North,
flying at 328ft high, 29mph fast.
Origin

MPH

“Should I land into the wind or against it?”
You are covered too! The app estimates the wind direction based on your maximum speeds while flying. If
you are below 80ft, the app changes its color to red if you are going tailwind, yellow if you are not perfectly
aligned, and green if you are into the wind.
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Funniest Guide to PPG Finder
“Papa, I hate talking radio but I need to go home.”
Your radio is not working (nothing new here, right?) or you are not “feeling” talking? Just click the “Returning
to origin” button and everybody will receive an alert informing you are returning home.

“Another engine out... :(”
My friend, you are in our prayers. While you are thinking “where am I getting more money to fix it?”, just press
the “Engine Out” button. All pilots around will receive an alert with your position. Clicking the alert will even,
automatically, open (iPhone) Apple Maps or (Android) Google Maps, with directions to “your place”.

Just wait buddy. Somebody is coming to the rescue!

Juan Antonio

“May I smoke another cigarette
before taking-off?”
Sure you can but... the app sends you alerts every time someone
takes-off or land. So, beware you may be flying alone.

Funniest Guide to PPG Finder
“Oops! I can’t show that flight because the data was
in my other phone...”
Papito, all your flights “follow you”, because they are saved in the cloud. Just log with your Facebook or email
account in any device, and you will get your flight list.

“What about my performance?”
The competitor in you did great! Your stats are saved!

*Flight route not available for iOS yet.

“How do you explain that?”
Sales in Bangladesh? Somebody is already working on a
pirate copy of our PPG Finder!

